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How to test your DMX wiring before powering up the system: 

 

Measure the unplugged DMX line that would plug into the console or Opto-Splitter with power off to all light fixtures: 

 

Measure between the DMX Data+ and DMX Data– conductors or pins, the reading should be about 120 Ohms for a properly 

terminated DMX chain. 

If the reading is between 2.5K and 100K Ohms this DMX chain is not terminated, terminate the last fixture on this DMX Chain. 

If this reading is 60 Ohms or less, there are likely multiple terminators on this DMX chain.  

If this reading is close to zero Ohms, there are shorts between the DMX Data+ and DMX Data– conductors or between the data connections 

on this DMX chain. 

 

Measure between the common/drain wire to either the DMX Data+ or DMX Data– conductors or pins, they should both read at least 

250K Ohm.  If the reading is significantly less than this, there is a short between the common/drain wire and the DMX Data leg.  Any higher 

reading is good. 

 

Finding and Fixing Multiple Terminations: 

You can divide the DMX chain in half and measure both directions; Measuring between Data + and Data -, a reading with 2.5K Ohms to 

100K Ohms would show no terminator, while the multi terminator side of the chain would read less than 120 Ohms.  Keep dividing the DMX 

Chain on the side with less than 120 Ohms until you see 120 Ohms reading on both sides of the DMX chain.  Remove the extra termination on 

fixture on the console side of the divided DMX chain.  Measure both sides of the DMX chain again, after removing the extra termination, to 

see if there are other terminations to remove.  When you have found and removed all the extra DMX terminations, be sure that the entire 

DMX chain is reconnected and only the last fixture in the DMX chain is terminated. 

 

Finding and Fixing Data+ to Data- Shorts:  You can divide the DMX chain in half and measure Data + to Data – in both directions, a 

reading with 2.5K Ohms to 4.6K Ohms would be normal on the console side of things, and the other side of the chain should have a 

normal reading of about 120 Ohms, the short will read close to zero Ohms.  Keep dividing the DMX Chain on the abnormal side until you 

isolate the short.  You may need to fix the shorting wires at a connection, or run a new DMX cable to fix the problem between two fixtures.  

When you have found and removed all the shorts, be sure that be sure that the entire DMX chain is reconnected and that only the last fixture in 

the DMX chain is terminated. 

 

Finding and Fixing Common to Data+ or Data- Shorts:  You can divide the DMX chain in half and measure both directions, a reading with 

at least 250K Ohms would be normal on both sides of things, and a reading of close to zero Ohms would indicate a fault.  Keep dividing the 

DMX chain on the abnormal side until you isolate the short showing close to zero Ohms between Common and either Data + or Data -.  You 

may need to run a new DMX cable to fix the problem between two fixtures, or fix the shorting wires at a connection.  When you have found 

and removed all the shorts, be sure that that the entire DMX chain is reconnected and only the last fixture in the DMX chain is terminated. 

 

The above measurements find all DMX wiring errors except for reversing the DMX Data+ and DMX Data- connections.  The fixtures 

will work properly up to the point on the DMX chain where the Data+ and Data- wires are reversed, and after this point the fixtures will 

behave erratically when dimming.  This reversal could happen more than once on a DMX chain.  The second reversal point would fix the 

problem for the rest of the DMX chain, (until the first reversal is repaired.)  The problem will be on either the DMX through wiring from the 

last working fixture, or on the DMX in wiring on the first non-working fixture.   

 

Pre-DMX Wiring Trouble Shooting 

Only five things can fail in a DMX controlled lighting system; the controller, the cable, the terminations, the power, and the fixture. 

Is the Console turned on? 

Is the Grand Master on? 

Are the light fixtures patched correctly in the console or controller? 

Is the DMX control cable plugged into the correct output on the console? 

Is the Opto-Splitter on? Are the Opto-Splitter outputs working correctly? 

Does the house light controller have control authority for the house lights? 

Are the breakers powering the light fixtures on? 

 

Troubleshooting the system: 

 

The Fixture stays on when it is powered up, but will not dim, and the other Fixtures are working on both sides of the DMX daisy 

chain from this fixture.  If Switch 2 is set to on, and the Fixture Dimmer Board does not receive a valid DMX signal, the fixture is 

programmed to turn on to full.  See if the DMX LED indicator is indicating Red, if so, the problem is probably a DMX addressing issue.  

Check to see that the Dimmer Board is set to a valid DMX address from 1 to 512.  Check to see that the rotary selector switches are pointed at 

the number desired and are in their detent.  The DMX LED indicator will turn green as soon as a DMX address is properly entered, (with valid 

DMX), and the fixture will go to its assigned level. 
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The Fixture stays on when it is powered up, but will not dim, and the Fixtures are dimming correctly only on the console side of the 

DMX daisy chain from this fixture.  If Switch 2 is set to on, and the Dimmer Board does not receive a DMX signal, the fixture is 

programmed to turn on to full.  See if the DMX LED indicator is indicating Red, and if all the fixtures on the far side of the DMX daisy chain 

from this fixture are on, but not dimming.  This would indicate that the DMX signal is not reaching the Fixture’s Dimmer Board.  Be sure the 

DMX connector is seated all the way into the receptacle on the Dimmer board. It may be the DMX wiring at this Fixture is not proper.  Look 

for a wire that was put in the terminal without stripping the insulation, or a reversed Data + and Data- wiring, or look for a loose wire 

connection at the DMX wiring terminal.  Be sure to check the common/drain wire for a good connection, if all of these things check out 

properly, then check the wiring leaving the previous fixture for the same things.  If that wiring is good, replace the DMX cable between the 

fixtures.  The DMX LED indicator will turn green as soon as a good DMX signal is being received, and the fixtures will respond to the 

console again. 

 

The Fixture does not come on with the controller commands. 

There may not be a control signal, check to see that the DMX LED indicator is green, indicating good DMX.  If the DMX LED indicator is 

red, the fixture may not have a valid DMX address, be sure the address is a number between 1 and 512.  Check all three address selectors to 

see that they are clicked into their address number.  They must be “Clicked in” or they will not work.  The DMX LED will turn Green as soon 

as it sees valid DMX and a valid DMX address.  Check the controller patch and output to be sure the fixture is being commanded to be on.  

Check that the fixture has power - check the circuit breaker and/or the fixture power connections. 

 

DMX Trouble Shooting: 

Basically, it is almost always a DMX cable or the termination of a DMX cable that is the problem. 

Any loose wire termination in a DMX daisy chain will wreak havoc with the lighting system.  DMX control cables that have been broken 

from being pulled too hard around corners, DMX cables having objects dropped on them, and other DMX cable abuse may have created 

broken conductors in the DMX cable that are intermittent, that is, sometimes they work, and sometimes they don’t.  The wire continuity 

through the daisy chain is very important to a properly working DMX system.  The longer the total DMX daisy chain length is, the more 

important that terminating the data at the last fixture becomes. 

 

IF the entire system is behaving strangely. 

Set the control console to run a continuous loop of a 10 second fade from 20% to full and back to 20%. 

This will let you see the lights that are behaving properly and the ones that are not.  Make a list of the misbehavers, what their misbehavior is, 

find which DMX daisy chains the misbehavers are on, as well as where on the DMX daisy chain the misbehaviors are.  This drawing or chart 

gives you a starting place to work out a solution.  If parts of the system work correctly, determine where in the DMX daisy chain the working 

liights are as well.   Go to just the first Fixture and unplug or unwire the rest of the DMX chain.  Does the first fixture now work properly?  If 

not, try a new control cable from the console to only the first fixture.  Does this fix the problem?  If so, plug in the rest of the DMX daisy 

chain and if they all work properly, remove the bad cable and permanently replace it with the new one.  If the new cable does not work, try 

another control console with the new DMX cable.  If the fixture works now, add the rest of the fixtures back to the daisy chain, if they all 

work, get a new console or repair the broken one.   

 

The DMX standard does not allow for 3 pin XLR connectors to be used in DMX applications.  They are often used in spite of this.  Some low 

end controllers have changed the normal DMX Data wiring connections used for DMX by reversing Data+ and Data -.  The console will work 

with their own fixtures that also have Data+ and Data- reversed, but this will cause normal DMX fixtures to behave bizarrely. 

 

Fixture or system is intermittent or flashing. 

Check to see that the end of the DMX chain is terminated. Switch 4 should be set to OFF on all fixtures, except for the last fixture.  It is 

important that only the last fixture on the DMX chain have the Data terminator Switch 4 set to ON.  Check for a faulty cable.  Check for a 

faulty channel on control console or the control console itself.  Check to see if the data conductors are connected properly at both ends of the 

cable.  Data plus or data minus cannot be shorted together or reversed.   DMX 512 has a tendency to work intermittently even if one of the 

data wires is missing.  Check to see if one of the data signals is missing.  (Data plus or Data minus wire disconnected.)  This may cause 

random flickering intermittently during otherwise apparently normal operation.  Check to see if adding an opto-Isolator into the network clears 

up or reduces the problem. If so, there is probably a ground-loop effect taking place.  You may be able to reroute the power cabling to 

minimize this. Otherwise, you may have to add an Opto-isolator in the middle of some branches of the DMX daisy chain.  Alternately, you 

may have to split a longer daisy chain and add an additional homerun. 

 

Random flashing of fixtures & lamps when powering up from a dimmer. 

Do not power the fixture on a dimmed electrical circuit.  Power circuits to the Fixtures must be from a constant voltage source, that is, from an 

electrical panel through a circuit breaker.  The Fixtures are not designed to function when powered by a dimmed mains voltage.   Powering 

the fixture through a dimmer may cause erratic behavior of fixtures, and will void the warranty. 


